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General News Sources (Articles for many newspapers and news magazines, including those listed here, are freely available through the Penrose Memorial Library (PML) website at: http://www.whitman.edu/penrose/. You might simply enter the title of the publication in Sherlock and then, if needed, refine your search by resource type (newspaper, for example) and date.)

The Wall Street Journal (or enter <Wall Street Journal> in Sherlock)
The New York Times (or enter <New York Times> in Sherlock)
The Economist (or enter <Economist> in Sherlock)
The Washington Post (or enter <Washington Post> in Sherlock)
OregonLive/The Oregonian (or enter <Oregonian> in Sherlock)
The Seattle Times (or enter <Seattle Times> in Sherlock)
The Denver Post (or enter <Denver Post> in Sherlock)
The Los Angeles Times (or enter <Los Angeles Times> in Sherlock)

Yahoo News
Google News

Sources of News on Environmental and Resource Issues (Here are more sources of news articles for the annotations and may be especially useful for Econ 100 students. You’ll see that some take particular points of view.)

High Country News (or enter <High Country News> in Sherlock)
Seattle and Pacific Northwest Environment News (from the Seattle PI)
Sightline Daily (from the Sightline Institute; includes news and blog posts)
World Environment News (from Planet Ark)
Grist and GristMill
EJToday (from the Society of Environmental Journalists)
Fox US Environment News and Fox World Environment News
Energy and Environment Publishing News Services (it looks like some content is free)

General Guides to Economics Resources, News and Data

American Economics Association’s Resources (edited by Bill Goffe)
American Economics Association’s Resources for Students

Blogs (These are NOT suitable for news annotation assignments, but they are interesting.)

Compilations

The American Economics Association’s Blogs, Books and Links
The Intelligent Economist’s Top 100 Economics Blogs of 2017 (curated by Prateek Agarwal)

Some General Economics Blogs

Carpe Diem (Mark J. Perry's Blog, hosted on the American Enterprise website)
Economist’s View (maintained by Professor Mark Thoma)
Gregory Mankiw’s Blog: Random Observations for Students of Economics
Dani Rodrik’s Weblog: Unconventional thoughts on economic development and globalization
Real Time Economics: Economic Insight and Analysis from The Wall Street Journal
Brad DeLong’s Grasping Reality
ThoughtCo-Economics
EconLog (from Library of Economics and Liberty)
Freakonomics
Marginal Revolution

Some Environmental and Natural Resource Economics Blogs

Environmental Economics (John Whitehead and Tim Haab; check out the Env-Econ 101 link, too)
An Economic View of the Environment (Robert Stavins)
Market Forces (sponsored by the Environmental Defense Fund)
Aquanomics (David Zetland)
Environmental and Urban Economics (Matthew E. Kahn)

U.S. Government Data

USA.gov’s Data and Statistics about the United States (includes links to Environment, Energy, and Agriculture data)
FDSYS (the searchable Federal Digital System of the U.S. Government Printing Office; see the Economic Indicators section for data, and other sections for legislative documents and judicial opinions of the federal court system)
Economic Report of the President
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Census Bureau

International Data

UN Data (a central location for databases compiled by agencies of the United Nations)
OECD Data (datasets of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development)
CIA World Fact Book
World Bank Open Data

Whitman College Resources

Economics Department Homepage
Environmental Studies Program Homepage
Penrose Memorial Library and its Economics Subject Guide (in addition to the digital newspaper collections, you can find Econ-Lit, Lexis-Nexis, online catalogs and other great stuff)

Other Interesting Things

National Geographic Online
The Encyclopedia of Earth
Microeconomic Insights (The Institute for Fiscal Studies’ accessible summaries of microeconomics research)
ECOLEX (a collection of environmental law treaties, regulation, jurisprudence and more, searchable by year and country, thanks to a joint effort of Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP))

Students interested in links to think tanks focused on economics or more specifically on environmental and natural resource economics can just ask! And please let me know if you find other interesting things!